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Abstract
Aiming to increase spatial selectivity to enhance the precision in Magnetic Fluid Hyperthermia (MFH) therapy
and the spatial resolution in imaging, we propose a strategy to increase the selection field gradient in Magnetic
Particle Imaging (MPI). In this study, a solution for an existing MPI system topology was simulated, using an
additional soft magnetic material as iron core retrofit at the center of the selection field coil. Due to the core’s high
magnetic permeability relative to air, the magnetic flux is confined, increasing the selection field gradient. Within
this simulation study, the optimal core position is evaluated, whilst its effects on the magnet system are validated.
According to our results, this strategy can achieve a 27 % reduction in theranostic field of therapy. We found that
this technique increases the magnetic field gradient up to a factor of 1.4 (from 2.5 to 3.4 T/m) in z-direction, without
significant loading of the drive field resonance circuit caused by eddy currents in the MPI compatible iron core
shielding.

I. Introduction
I.I. Basic theory of MPI
MPI is a new tomographic imaging method which exploits the behavior of superparamagnetic iron-oxide
nanoparticles [1]. External alternating magnetic fields
are applied to these tracers, while their non-linear response is spatially encoded by a magnetic field gradient [2], featuring a field-free-region. Only unsaturated
tracers in this region respond to the magnetic field excitation. The MPI signal is then generated through the
rotation of magnetic moment of the particles in response
to the excitation [3].
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I.II. MPI application in MFH therapy
Alternating magnetic fields can be exploited to rapidly
change the magnetic nanoparticles’ magnetization. Depending on the used particles and excitation frequencies, the particles’ response can be leveraged to either
generate signals for imaging or for therapeutic purposes
by heat dissipation caused by magnetization losses of
the particles. Therefore, MPI is an ideal candidate to assist theranostic hyperthermia due to the similar underlying mechanism in signal and heat generation. Magnetic
Fluid Hyperthermia (MFH) has been shown as a cancer
treatment strategy by the principles of heat conversion
via energy loss in magnetization changes of nanoparticles [4, 5]. This process increases temperature of the
tissue locally to the high level. In clinical application,
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the temperature in a range of 40◦ -45◦ can kill cancer
cells, while it causes minimal damage to the surrounding
healthy tissue [6]. One challenging approach of brain
malign tumor therapy has been recently introduced, in
which the brain tissue temperature is increased locally
for a few Kelvin only [7]. This leads to the opening of the
selective Blood-Brain-Barrier (BBB) allowing for drugloaded delivery of chemetherapy. A high precision in
energy localization is required for this strategy. According to [7], ≤2mm diameter of focus spot by infrared laser
illumination was delivered to rodent skull and the localized opening of BBB was then detected.
In order to enable the heating effect, some previous
works have demonstrated the use of the scanner’s imaging sequences [4, 8] and additional RF-coils [5]. The spatial encoding mechanism in MPI can also be exploited
for spatially encoded MFH-therapy. For MPI systems,
the magnetic field gradient plays a key role in the encoding mechanism. It was shown in [2], that an increased
selection field gradient leads to higher image resolution
capabilities. In hyperthermia therapy, an increased spatial selectivity enables more selective energy deposition
which can minimize thermal damage in healthy tissue.
Similar to [2], the spatial selectivity is dependent on both
the therapy tracer properties as well as the selection field
gradient slope [4]. Considering the convolution process
during MPI signal generation, spatial resolution of MPI as
well as spatial localization of hyperthermia is influenced
by the magnetization curve of particle response and the
full width at half maximum of point-spread-function [2,
4]. By MPI-instrument setting, the size of accessible therapy area is defined by focus field amplitude and gradient
of selection field of MPI which are introduced in section II.III. Therefore, the spatial localization of hyperthermia can be controlled and predicted using a MPI
system. Both techniques, imaging and therapy, can also
be combined into one theranostic system allowing for
in situ therapy [9, 10]. The increment of temperature
in the therapeutic region can be tracked with minimal
invasive fiber-optical thermometer or non-invasively by
image-guided temperature monitoring proposed in [11].
For an enlarged FOV (Field of View) in imaging or an enlarged FOT (Field of Therapy) in MFH, a homogeneous
shift of the Field Free Region (FFR) e.g. using focus fields
can be used to superimpose quasi-static magnetic offset
fields [1]. In MFH, the offset fields allow for orthogonal
shift of the FOT from the magnetic center in any spatial
direction.

I.III. Application of ferromagnetic core

2

Figure 1: Comparison of simulated magnetic field vectors
through Maxwell coils with air- and soft magnetic iron cores.

r with displacement vector r0 from wire (dl) can be expressed by
Z
µ0
I d l × r0
B(r ) =
(1)
4π wire |r0|3
where r0 = r − l and µ0 is absolute permeablility of air or
vacuum.
When a piece of magnetic material is inserted at the
coil center, the magnetic flux through the core is confined. The performance of the core can be improved by
using a higher magnetic permeability property and an
optimal location of the core material [12]. Compared to
hard magnetic material, a soft magnetic material has
the properties of high permeability and low coercive
field [13].
A comparison of magnetic field lines through Maxwell
coils with air core and iron core is given in Figure 1. For
the coils with soft iron, the magnetic flux is confined
and thus, a higher magnetic flux density is enabled. This
leads to an increased gradient slope.

II. Material and methods
II.I. Simulation model
A CAD model of a commercially available preclinical MPI
system (MPI 25/20 FF, Bruker BioSpin MRI GmbH) with a
cylindrical bore and field-free-point (FFP) gradient topology was used to perform the electromagnetic simulations
with the software ANSYS Maxwell (ANSYS, Inc., Canonsburg, Pennsylvania, U.S.A).

Ferromagnetic core placement is a typical way to con- II.II. Simulation setting
fine and enhance magnetic fields [12]. According to BiotSavart law applied to an electromagnetic system [12], the As shown in Figure 2, the 7-channel MPI scanner, consistelectrical current (I ) passing through a coil induces the ing of Selection Field (SF) coils, 3-axis Focus Field (FF)
magnitude of magnetic flux density (B). B at position coils and 3-axis Drive Field (DF) coils (only DFx coil is
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Figure 2: Schematic one-eighth model of the MPI scanner
illustrating: 1. SF-coil; 2. FFz-coil; 3. FFx-coil; 4. DFx-coil; 5.
Copper-shielded soft iron core at final standard configuration;
6. Copper shields and 7. Soft magnetic Permenorm shield.
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Figure 3: B(H) curve of magnetic induction property of soft
iron material applied to the simulation

tive FF-homogeneity deviation, FFP offset, DF-induced
power loss, and force acting on the core, were considered
to evaluate our proposed technique of spatial selectivshown), was augmented by a copper shielded soft magity enhancement. We also proposed a core optimization
netic iron core. The static SF coil is used for spatial enmethod by varying the size and position of the core along
coding with an application of field-free-point. DF coil is
z-axis and used the following parameters as the criteriapplied to steer the field-free-region through the field-ofons.
view. FF coil can be used to superimpose magnetic offset
1. Slope of field gradient (T/m) which is expressed by:
field to enlarge field-of-view and -therapy. The copper
housing was also applied to cover the SF coils, FFz coils,
|B(d S F 0 ) − B(d S F 1 )|
and iron core in order to limit harmonics effects from
G=
(2)
dS F 1
DF-excitation and the coupling effect from the respective coils. The magnetic induction B(H) curve shown in
where the gradient G is calculated by using B of SF
Figure 3, corresponding to a soft iron-based core matecoil at distance along the axis d S F 0 = 0 mm and d S F 1
rial, was used as soft magnetic material parameter in the
= 10 mm from the origin coordination, respectively
simulation. The permeability and non-saturation range
(see Figure 4a).
of the material can be observed in Figure 3.
2. Linearity error L of the field gradient (%) which is
Leveraging the coil topology symmetry, the field comdetermined by:
ponents of the y-axis were not simulated as they can be


predicted by the fields of x-axis. The maximum ampli|B(d S F 0 ) − B(d S F 2 )|
−1
(3)
L = 100
tudes of electrical currents used in this simulation were
G dS F 2
500 A D C , 150 A D C and 150 A AC for the SF-coil, FF-coil
and DF-coil, respectively. The DF-coil with field direcusing field gradient slope G and B of SF coil at distion along the x-axis was simulated with a frequency of 25
tance along the axis d S F 0 = 0 mm and d S F 2 = 45
kHz which generated the maximum field amplitude of 20
mm from the origin coordination, respectively (see
mT. Comparing to DFy and DFz coils, DFx coil locates at
Figure 4a).
the nearest distance to the conductive surface of copper
3. Field amplitude of FF coil B̂i (d F F 0 ) (mT) of the spehousing, thus, only DFx coil was simulated in this work.
cific axis (i = x , y , or z ) at system’s center (see FigThe static gradient or SF-field for spatial encoding, which
ure 4b).
can be adjusted up to maximum values of 1.25/1.25/2.5
4. Relative FF-homogeneity deviations εr e l or homoT/m for x-, y- and z-axes respectively, was also applied.
geneity error (%) which can be expressed by:
The detail of coils specification and application can be


found in Well’s work [8].
|Bi (d F F 1 )| + |Bi (d F F 2 )|
εr e l = 100
−1
(4)
2|B̂i (d F F 0 )|

II.III. Parameters simulation
The behaviors of the following parameters: SF-gradient
slope, SF-gradient linearity error, FF-amplitude, rela-
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where B̂i (d F F 0 ), Bi (d F F 1 ), and Bi (d F F 2 ) of FF coil corresponds to the FF-amplitude and magnitudes of
flux density which are plotted against a specific axis
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(a)

(a)

(b)
Figure 4: The graphics explain the parameters which were used

(b)

for the calculations of a) selection field gradient and linearity
error and b) focus field’s maximum amplitude and relative homogeneity deviations.

(i = x , y , or z ) at distance along the axis d F F 0 = 0
mm, d F F 1 = ±50 mm and d F F 2 = ±50 mm, respectively (see Figure 4b).
5. Maximum FFP offset or ∆i (mm) which can be
(c)
achieved by FF amplitude (B̂i (d F F 0 )) and the graFigure 5: Iron core is added to MPI scanner at two different
dient (Gi ) at the specific axis (i = x , y , or z ):
B̂i (d F F 0 )
∆i =
Gi

(5)

positions and sizes: a) no core (default scanner topology) b)
maximum filling factor and c) at the optimal position.

6. Ohmic or power loss caused by DF-induced eddyploted and compared with their identity lines. Identity
currents in conductive surfaces.
line shows ideal gradient which provides the expected
7. Electromagnetic force acting on the inserted core. gradient value for all distances along the axis. By taking
the additional conductive surfaces under the core into
Ohmic loss and electromagnetic force were evaluated
account, the DF amplitude was damped by 4 mT with
by the internal workflow of the simulation software.
regards to eddy current effect. Considering the energy
balance of the system, the DF amplitude is reduced when
the input power of DF-coil is constant.
III. Results and discussion
Since the DF amplitude damping reduces the performance of DF-coil and the requirement of additional
input power is not desired, the optimization of core localization was proposed. The iron core and its copper
At first, the iron core was placed at the center of SF-coil shield were shifted away from the DF-coil along z-axis
aligned with the bottom of SF-coil (see Figure 5b)). The until 20 mT of maximum DF strength was recovered. This
height of the core was set to fit to the available space of position is called henceforward ‘optimal position’. At this
coil housing with small gap of 2 mm between the housing optimal position, the field gradient calculated by (2), was
and the core. In this setting, the field gradient in z-axis, increased by up to 1.4 times from 2.5 T/m of the default
shown in Figure 6, was boosted up by a factor of 1.6 from scanner to 3.4 T/m of the scanner with the optimal core
2.5 T/m of the default scanner to 4.2 T/m of the core- position. The gradient linearity error according to (3)
inserted scanner. In Figure 6, the resulting gradients were was 7.5 % which is slightly increased when compared to

III.I. Field gradient and core
optimization

10.18416/ijmpi.2021.2103002
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Simulations of SF gradient along x and z-axis and
their identity lines are shown for 3 different cases of core modification.

the system without iron core (7.4 %).
The volume of magnetic core relates to the capability of magnetic flux confinement, thus, the decreased
volume provides smaller gradient slope in the system.
Therefore, the DF amplitude and the gradient of the system need to be balanced in this proposed method.

(c)

III.II. Effects on hyperthermia therapy
Considering the process of MPI signal generation, the
spatial resolution of the theranostic volume can be determined by the behavior of particle response [2, 4]. For the
instrumentation effect, the resolution of heat localization on theranostic region can be indicated by the value
of minimum F o Ti which was obtained by using the same
calculation as FFP offset in (5):
F o Ti = 2

B̂R F i
Gi

(6)

where B̂R F i is the maximum RF-field amplitude of the
therapy field and Gi is the gradient slope at the specific
axis (i = x , y , or z ).
In this work, we assume that an additional heating
coil was installed to the MPI scanner with a maximum
field amplitude of 10 mT in x-direction [10]. Since the
topology of the external heating coil was designed to
generate only RF field in the x-direction, only the minimal FOT in x-direction was then evaluated. The results
showed that our proposed technique provides a reduction in the minimal F o Tx from 16 mm provided by the
default system to 11.7 mm by our proposed system which
corresponds to a 27 % improvement in the therapy precision. The minimum FOTs for hyperthermia at the maximal gradients of 2.5 T/m for the default and 3.4 T/m for
our proposed system are shown in Table 2.
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Figure 7: DF-induced ohmic loss distribution on the conductive surface of Z-coils housing shown in 3 cases: a) air core
(default scanner) b) core at the initial position and c) core at
the optimal position.

III.III. Induced loss distribution
This work proposes an upgradable solution which still
preserves our existing system. Copper-shielded magnetic iron core was then added to the system. After we
included the magnetic core, the power loss distribution
on the conductive material was simulated. Our result
showed that most of the losses were induced on the copper component in the housing of Z-coils (SF- and FFzcoils). Since the DF-coil generates an oscillating magnetic field and the direction of the field vector passes
directly through the Z-coil housing, high eddy currents
were induced into this component. Eddy currents were
distributed on the copper screen of the Z-coil as well
as the iron core shield. The thickness of the added copper plate under magnetic core was set to 2 mm which
is the same value of the entire housing. As this skin effect prevents the 25 kHz excitation to penetrate the 2mm
copper screen, there was no eddy current losses found
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Table 1: FF amplitude, relative homogenity error and maximum FFP offset capability at maximum gradient in x, y, z directions calculated using (5) for the default magnet system (air
core) and the proposed magnet system (iron core at optimal
position).
Parameters
max G x , G y , G z (T/m)
BF F 0X , BF F 0Y , BF F 0Z (mT)
ε x r e l , ε y r e l , εz r e l (%)
∆X , ∆Y , ∆Z (mm)
L x , L y , L z (%)
Ps u m on coil-Z housing (W)

Default
1.25/1.25/2.5
18/18/45
30/30/7
14.4/14.4/18
5.2/5.2/7.4
101.3

Proposed
1.7/1.7/3.4
18.2/18.2/60
32/32/10
10.7/10.7/17.5
7.2/7.2/7.5
90.2

(a)

in the magnetic core material. We then investigated the
density distribution pattern and magnitude of the DFinduced power loss (P ) in the copper surfaces, as shown
in Figure 7. The integrated power loss (Ps u m ) over the
conductive volume (V) was calculated by using:

Ps u m =

Z
P dV.

(7)

V

(b)
For the default system with air core, the DF-induced
loss mostly locates at the edge of copper housing of the
Z-coil (see Figure 7a)) with the integrated loss over the
shield volume of 101.3 W. After the iron core was placed
at the initial position, the ohmic loss got distribution over
the coil housing and the iron core shield (see Figure 7b)).
In this case, the summed loss value increased around 20
% (118 W) from the default system due to higher induced
eddy currents and additional conductive component of
iron core shielding. The result in Figure 7b shows that the
high magnitude of loss density distributes in the wider
area of the copper surface when comparing to Figure 7a.
In comparison between the system with air core (Figure 7a)) and iron core at optimal position (Figure 7c)),
the overall DF-induced power loss on copper structures
in the system was slightly reduced from 101.3 W to 90.2
W for the system with air core and optimal core, respectively. This reduction of 10 W can be explained by considering the eddy current distribution on the surface.
The cross section of eddy current flow path is increased
and, thus, the ohmic losses are minimized. Comparing
to the default system with air core, the topology of the
copper plate in our optimized system was adapted, causing the reduction in eddy current resistance. According
to Figure 7, the losses density and magnitude around
the shield corner of the optimal-core system (Figure 7c))
were lowered from the air-core system (Figure 7a)) by the
additional conductive surfaces introduced together with
the iron core.
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Figure 8: Simulations of FF field along a) the z-axis and b) the
x-axis for the default system with air core and proposed system
with optimal core were compared.

III.IV. Effects on focus field and field of
view
According to our results, the maximum FF-amplitude
was increased in z-direction. Comparing the maximum
FFz amplitude of 45 mT for the default system and 60 mT
for the system with the optimal core position (see Figure 8a), the maximum FFP offsets in z-direction by (5) are
18 and 17.5 mm while FFz homogeneity error using (4)
are 7 % and 10 %, respectively. The field amplitudes and
the homogeneity of the FFx and FFy were not affected
significantly by the iron core, as expected (see results
in Table 1). However, regarding to (5), the maximal FFP
offsets in x- and y-direction were affected by the incresed
gradient slope from 14.4 mm for the default scanner with
air core to 10.7 mm for the proposed scanner with iron
core. The resulting maximum FFP offset causes 25 %
reduction in FOV in x- and y-direction which limits the
accessible FOT. For the FOV in z-direction, no significant
change is induced by our proposed system. The maximal
FFP offset by the focus field at the maximal gradients of
2.5 T/m for the default and 3.4 T/m for our proposed
system are shown in Table 1.
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soft magnetic iron core. The increased gradient in xTable 2: Minimum FOTs for hyperthermia and estimated imag- direction, with a factor of 1.4, provides almost 27 % ining resolution [2] in x, y, z directions for the default (air core)
crease in precision of targeting in hyperthermia with the
and proposed (core at optimal position) magnet systems.
presence of an external RF-coil (see calculation in (6)).
Parameters
Default
Proposed
Apart from hardware adaptation, the spatial resolution of
max G x , G y , G z (T/m) 1.25/1.25/2.5 1.7/1.7/3.4
theranostic FOT can be determined by particle optimizamin accessible F o T
16/0/0
11.7/0/0
tion. An increased gradient from 2.5 to 3.4 T/m can also
(mm) at B̂R F 10mT
lead to 25 % improvement of native image resolution estimax accessible F o T
28.8/28.8/36
21.4/21.4/35
mation in MPI imaging, when considering particle sizes
(mm) at B̂R F 10mT
of 30 nm [2]. According to the simulation of DF-induced
Spatial imaging
2/2/1
1.5/1.5/0.75
power loss, the final configuration of the iron core and its
resolution estimation
housing, which were provided by our proposed optimiza(mm) [2]
tion method, causes no additional loss when compared
with the default system with air core. However, the resulting maximum achievable FOV was reduced in x- and yIII.V. Effects on spatial resolution of
direction by the increase of the resulting gradient. This
MPI imaging
must be compensated by an increased current density
In addition to the benefit of therapeutic precision, this in FFx and FFy coils. Regarding to force simulation, the
work also offered the improvement of resolution in ther- proper mechanical fixation of the core in the scanner
anostic imaging. With e.g. a nanoparticle size of 30 nm, need to be designed in order to support the acting force
the native resolution during imaging was estimated by of more than 500 N in worst case.
Inserting magnetic material is an affordable, costthe simulation result in Rahmer’s work [2] to increase by
effective,
and low-effortful method to increase the SF
25 % by our proposed system compared to the default
gradient
without
the need for additional power consumpsystem caused by an increased gradient amplitude [2]
tion.
Furthermore,
this technique allows for an easy up(see Table 2).
grade of existing magnet systems. The core localization
significantly influences the performance of the magnet
III.VI. Selection and focus coils-induced system in terms of selection and focus fields mainly in
force on core
z-axis. In this study, the core position was optimized
For the force simulation, the force is calculated by using to find a functional compromise between the gain of
the principle of virtual work. The virtual work is formed the increased gradient slope and DF-induced field loss.
by the flux density (B) and the applied magnetic field (H) In future, practical experiments will be performed to
validate the therapeutic selectivity enhancement using
over the volume (V) expressed by
the proposed insertion of soft magnetic material. More
Z Z
over, the effect on time response of the different coils in
W =
Bd H d V.
(8) alternating-current devices must also be evaluated as the
V
BH-loop
changing magnetic field causes frequency-dependent
The resulting virtual force on the core is obtained by energy loss.
the change of virtual work (W ) over the distance of field
source in relation to the core region where the force acts
(s ),

Acknowledgments

d W (s )
.
(9)
ds
The simulation showed that the force was mostly generated by the SF-coil and FFz-coil which are located in
the MPI magnet system with an alignment in z-axis, same
as the iron core. According to the virtual force simulation,
a SF-coil generates 450 N, a FFz-coil generates ±100 N
and the force by FFx- and FFy-coil is negligible.
Fc o r e =

IV. Conclusion
This research presents a simulation study of a MPI scanner modification to enhance the spatial selectivity of localized MFH and imaging by including an additional
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